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BEHAVIOI AND MISBEHAVIOR OF IEIIOIISIS: 
SOME CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISONS 
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Our world today is full of violence ... our society, despite ita claims to peaceableness 
and jU8tice, is. in fact one of the most violent societies in the history of the 
world ..... the i88ue of violence is to this generation what the issue of sn was to the 
Victorian world. 

-Kenneth Keniston 
Young Radicals, 1968 

We are all ellposed to the threat and/or use of violence in our daily lives, from the threat of 
millis "technological death" from nuclear war to terrorism and slreet violence. which are reinforced 
and even sensationalized by media coverage. Vicarious violence is so prevalent that by the aile of 
14, the average American child hllll witnessed 11.000 murders on television.' Our world today is 
not just full of violence; our world. whilf! still disapproving. hllll come to accept violence. 
Megadeath, "ordinary" violence. and vicarious violence combine to produce a climate in which 
some people need to act violently in order to discharge their own elicited rage (Keniston, 1968). 

This discussion is concerned with one type of violence: terrorism. More specifically, tbe 
concern for the potential terrorist threat to nuclear facilitiee-a special form of terrorism that 
would combine the technological threat of millis violence with the apparent irrationality of the 
terrorist. We are trying to discover the differences between a violent person and a terrorist, and 
between an "ordinary" terrorist and the nuclear variety. 

The responses terrorista seek are the creation of terror itaelf. and the subsequent alteration 
of behlvior under actuII or threatened duress. It would be desirable to hive the National Bureau 
of Standards define I "standard nuclear terrorist" for us in much the same way as they define a 
standard meter. kilogram or tellllpoon. Unfortunately. terrorista can be described only by attributes 
thlt are much less precise tban physical standards. 

CHARACTEIISTICS OF IEIIOIISIS 

Thi8 paper discu88l!s the analytic approach and empirical evidence required for a thorongh 
study of the terrorist threat posed by dome8tic insurgenta. The first step for analysts Is to 
determine which specific people or groups are likely to behave violently. Identification of 
particular types of violence-prone individuals would. it is hoped, permit the development of 
techniques and sY8tems for preventing their antisocial behavior. 

Within the group of those who are violence-prone. it is nellt important to distinguish those 
who could and would engage in terroriam. defined IIlI the use of politically motivated violence by 
individuals or small groups directed against established authority. and often directed specifically at 
8ymbolic targets. Individual fanatics. non-political violent groups and even money-motivated 
sophisticated criminals are intere8ting departures for a study be<'.ause some of their techniques and 
organir.tional 8tructure could be copied by organized terrorist8. They also contribute to a 
heightened climate of violence. which has led to "imitative violence." 
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However. it would be dangerous to use the analogies as - re than a departurt! for 
characterizing potential nuclear terrorisl8. Some of the characteristics of analogou~ groups clearly 
do not apply to potential nuclear terrorisl8. Empirical studies show that bank robbers attempt to 
avoid violence. for example (Fine. 1976). while terrorisl8 do not. Further. the disruption of 8 

nuclear facility or theft of special nuclear materials (SNM) would require special skills and 
knowledge in addItion to th08e p08se8sed by most of the analogou8 groups. To overcome existing 
eecurily systems and safeguards would require an understanding of nuclear engineering. 
knowledge of plant de~ign and security systems. coordination betweeh 8everal individu .. ls, and 
most probably. inside help to gain access. Special equipment and techniques may .180 be lequired. 
such u weapons. elplosives handling equipment and CQJIImunications sY8tems. 

Because no single Individual is likely 10 possess the necessary combination of knowledge. 
skills and access. II is hypothesized that the primary terrorist threat to nuclear facilities would be 
from a well-organized group with sophisticated planning and operational capabilities. BecauBe it iB 
further assumed that the nature of the operation requires a very high level of motivation. it iB alBo 
assumed that potential nuclear terrorisl8 would be politically or ideologically motivated. 

In a recent Mitre study of "The Threat to Licensed Nuclear Facilities" (MTR·7022. 1975). 
the characteristics of members of a number of groUp8 possessing capabilities that represent 8' 

credible potential for terrorism againBt nuclear facilities were analyzed. II was concluded that the 
I)',pes of terrorisl8 most likely to posses8 the required combination of skillB and motivations are 
fOI\,ign intelligence agenl8 and domestic i;;Jsurgenl8 who are ideologically ml)tivated and have 
recel'ved paramilitary and ideological training over a period of yeors.· 

As a result of the Btudy. the foreign intelligence agent W8B characterized u follows: 

(I) The psychology of foreign intelligence agenla operating in this country is clear. They 
are prlgmatic. To them. international affairs are like a chess game. in which their task is to 
obtain infonnation of an economic, social. political. military. Bcientific, indu8trial. and 
technological nature. 

(2) Strongly patriotic. most would rather die than defect. They are secretive by nature. 
quiet and unobtrusive in demeanor, and clandestine in their efforte. They are rational. They 
have specific assignmenl8 and explore every avenue to collect the information necessary. 
They are con8tantly alert to opportunities to exploit any individual they may convince. dupe. 
or coerce into aiding them. They are objective about the risks in their jobs. 

(3) FruBtrations do not u."settle their mental composure. They Ire optimisl8, confident that 
setblcks are only momentary and will not upset their scheme of thinga. They are working 
toward long.range successeB they see as inevitable, and they derive personal BatiBfaction 
from their contributions toward that end. In Bhort, they are very much in control of their 
emotionB and psychologically are stable individuals, because they live Ind operate within a 
framework of personal conviction and dediCllted discipline. 

The responBibility for identifying. Btudying. monitoring. and controlling subversive acla by 
foreign intelligence agents rests with the CIA and the FBI. Because of Bimilarities in organization. 
training. and operations. studies of foreign intelligence operations can also tell ue something about 
the domestic insurgent. However, it was found that the domestic in8urgent hu many distinctively 
different attributes: 

(1) The violent revolutionary in ollr 80ciety is equally dedicated; however, he is frustrated, 
He is convinced no legitimate channel exists through which he can change a system he sees 
as repressive. corrupt, and decadent. He claims proteBts and marches have failed, and that 
the only alternative iB violence. 

(2) He looks upon himself as a soldier. He is part of a group that has declared war on the 
enemy-the system. He is affiliated with a still larger anny-the revolutionaries throughout 
the world, who fight for "liberation." 
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(3) He sees himBelf as playing a unique and importent role. He is living within the 
enemy's camp. Therefore, he must use his wits and clandestine methods to avoid capture. 
Surrounded as he is. he often becomes paranoid. 

(4) He obtains guidance and inspiration from the revolutionary leaders abroad. His 
ideology is a mixed blend of anarchist, Marxist·Lenini8t and MaoiBt concepts. J!,is views 
emerge in the fonn of generalizations. rhetoric, and plagiarized revolutionary ellpresBions, 

(5) He is more an aelivist than a thinker. He depends more on passion and instinct than 
logic and rational Inllysis. He feels duty bound to strike out againBt all the symbolB of , 
repression, in order to let the enemy know that the forces of resistance have not given up. 

(6) For some, the ultimate act is m.rtyrdom. He will mike his mark on the pages of 
history. His nlme will be recorded alongside those revolutionary heroeB who have died for 
the cause throughout the world. This is in contrast to the eBpionage agent, who is content to 
work without the rewlrd of fame. 

(7) The psychological motivation of Buch individuals is as important 10 the selection of 
targets and choice of weaponB as are external events. Certeinly another situation raising 
maSB public dissent like the Vietnam War would raise the likelihood of either a foreign or 
domestic group attacking a licensed nuclear facility or engaging in terrorism with a nuclear 
device. Plans for sabotage developed by foreign intelligence agents would then assume 

increased importance. 

The domestic inBurgent is a distinctive type, and it would be useful to know how 10 identify 
such individuals. how they are recruited and trained, how they are organized and how they 

operate. . 
Most American diBsent is open, and as long as it remains so, concerns us only penpherally. 

When direct confrontation with authorities or siniBter motivations drive opposition underground. 
however. it becomes more dangerous. Terrorist activities by domestic insurgents are more likely to 
emerge from small, secret groups than from public. mus movements. American i~s~rgent groups. 
however, tend to be fragmentary, shortlived and incompletely fonned; legal reslrict\ons ~ave also 
limited the collection of infonnation on these groups. so that they have not been fully studIed. 

Most domestic insurgent groups, however, have emulated the examples of foreign 
revolutionary organizations employing terrorists, such as the Vietnamese NltionZiI Liberation Fro?t 
(N LF), the Palestinian Liberation Orglnization (PLO), Ind the Cuban.style groups. CeNID 
characleriBtica are common to the most sllccessful of theBe; and it is even hypothesized that these 
characteristics are Bufficient if not necessary in running a successful operation. Because the NLF 
represents a fully articulated, successful and highly imitated organizational model for violent 
domestic insurgents. and hili! been extensively studied.' this model and its Ipplicability 10 the 
American terrorist potentill is the focal point. Note that this model need not apply to other 
potential threats to nuclear facilities such as foreign agents or individual fanatica, who are beyond 

the scope of this discussion. 

A MODEL OF TERRORIST ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION 

For terrorists to launch an attack against I nuclear target would require I combination of 
institutional opportunity, appropriate "objective conditions" (a tenn bi' whic~ M.a?i8t.Len~nists 
refer to current events), Ind the existence of a trained, dedicated team of 1D~lv'duals W\t~ • 
specialized mix of skills. From previous experience with terrorists of this BOrt. ~t may be fl,.rly 
certain that such. plan is not likely to originate with the people who are ,:"sponslble for ca.~ID.g 
it out. Rather. the planning Ind decision to launch a coordinated attack agl,nst a n~clear fICI"'>: 's 
more likely to originate at the top echelons of an organized. ideologically commItted. elltenslv.e 
neiwork of cadre. Having assessed "objective conditions" to be ripe. the leaders would commIt 
8elected individuals in the organization to execute the action. 
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There are a number of groups, both domes\ic and f ... reign, wit e characteristics fit the 
model just described. Typical organization of the most threatening S'·· 'ersive groups is likely to 
be based on the principle of a strict hierarchy with authority flowing from the top down. 
Individual members are frequently organized into three·member cells, and strict secrecy is 
maintained, particularly with terrorist squads. Communications between cells is limited and based 
on "need to know." An act of nuclear terrorism would most probably be decided upon, planned 
and o.-dered by the highest levels of such an organization; the operation, however, is more likely 
to be carried out by specially selected individuals at other levels, who may well be unawnre of the 
identity of those who plan the action. 

The organizational principle of the three· member cell may be elItended into a general 
principle of triadic structure for operationl. The taking of hostages in three leparate locations, or 
the simultaneous attack on three different targell, for Itxample, are baeed on this principle. 
Multiple targeta increue the likelihood of success by severely constraining the response available 
to authorities. It Ie rellOnable to usume, therefore, that a terrorist attack on a nuclear facility may' 
be launched against more than one nuclear target; or, major non·nuclear attacu may be launched 
simultaneously or just prior to a nuclear attack to divell and disperse security forces. 

Tactica of terrorist groups aim at high visibility for their (public) operatiCllls for the terror is 
illelf an encl, demonstrating the weakness and vulnerability of the system, creating chaos and 
distrust of the government's ability to provide baaic security for ill citizens, and undermining the 
moat fundamental buis of government authority. 

The nuclear terrorist i, most likely to be 11 .nember of an established group or organization, 
rather than a newly created group. Members most likely to II'! employed in sabotage or violence 
are the hardest to detect within such organizations, for they are generally kept hidden ulolil told to 
act. Great care is exercised to keep such individuals isolated from public activities; they do not, as 
a rule, participate in overt propagandizing but may be associated with those who do. Such 
usociations explain the official a.1arm that arosll when it became known that a physics professor in 
Germany had friendly ties 10 associates of the Daader·Meinhof gang. 

IECIUITMENT TO THE ORGANIZATION 

Within Marxist.l.eninist, Maoist and Cuban.style revolntionary organizations, recruitment 
follows a guided strategy, everywhere relevant to and consistent with general ideological 
considerations. An examination of the selection process, therefore, can tell a great deal about the 
type of individual who becomes a terrorist. 

A terrorist is unlikely to be involved directly in any but the final stages of the process of 
recruiting new members. Rather, the initial and intermediate phases of the process are usually 
undertaken by members with less sensitive functions. 

~ccording to a former Communist Party member who served the Vietnam National 
lJberation Front 18 a propaganda and education cadre: 

Yes, there are norms. Whenever they are looking for new memberships, and this 
does apply to all people's organizations, they have principles to stick to. There are 
inquiries to be conducted, propaganda works to be done, there are training courses, 
there are trials before they accept lIew members. Inquiries, propaganda, training, 
trials, organization. These are the five phases, all of them mandatory, which lead to 
memberships. They have called them the five steps of the recruitment process. 

The NLF exercised definite and r"gular preferences with regard to the type of person 
targeted for recruitment. In general, it waa the Party that selected the recruit, and not vioee versa: 
"The Front has a political netwotk with experienced cadre, and they have the responsibility for 
selecting, for contacting the studenl8. The stude nil don't need to look for them, but they will look 
for the students," according to a former Party member. As a general rule, particular attention was 
paid to the potential target's mental attitude; but doctrine also required that the inquiry focus on 
class origins and current class affiliations. 
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A former professor of Manism·Leninism at the University of Hanoi stated categorically in 
an interview: 

The priority for recruitment comes from the worker's families. Because according 
to Manism.Leninism, this class really hates-they are the most miserable c1aBs of 
the society, and for this reason they're very displeased with the present 
government. And [as a contrast) take me, for example. Even thoullh I know very 
well Marxism.Leninism, because I don't come from this das8, it's very difficult to 
motivate people like me! For that reason, in North Vietnam, it's usually the 
children from the poorer, the pea8ant c1aes who are selected to be sent to RUBsia 
for training; and the children of the rich people are not allowed to go abroad. 

But I also have to tell you this. What Marx aaid in his written work is that when 
the ideology penetrates the public, it will convert into a material force. And in the 
present circumstances, because of this, the intellectual class can be considered as a 
buic clus too. For that reuon, the Communilt cadre carry oul their propaganda 
with the intellectual cll88, and that's something very important. 

Such is the Communlell' angle, even though a student comes from the rich c1188 of 
society, if he hu changed his mind already, sure he will be accepted to be a Party 
member-but with all the precautions. 

I have to stress this point. The objectives are to !~ke ltudenll and echool children 
into the organization. Then, the' buic elementa here arc thoae with good political 
inclinations-the intellectual people they have called the progressive intellectuall. 
You see, 8uch elemenll have realized ihe Ilogan, "Unite farmen, workers and 
small capitalisll." Basic elemenll in studenll' organizations do not need to come 
from the basic lOcial classes. The Communisll are very flexible with tactical 
[Emphaais added.) 

The conclusion, then, is that the NLF, for ideolo8ical rellOne, preferred when poesible to 
recruit new members from the "baaic c1l88es"-the workers' c1us and the poor pel8lnll' clus. In 
practice, however, the true working class is small and the poor farmers unsophisticated, while 
studenl8 are eager, willing and capable. The result wu ~hat-for studenll at leut-"buic clus" 
meant studenll who had an appropriate mental attitude, and this amounted to little more than 
rationalizing in ideological tenns the very sensible practice of selecting those who were already 
predisposed towards the movement and ill aims. 

The same practicea have been employed by groups in Latin America. where membership in 
terrorist organizations often consisll of an otherwise unlikely combination of stud en ... worke .... 
and pel8lnll. lJberalism and strong anti.government views sU8l!est predispositions suitable for 
potential recruill. Further, youth illelf is almost a prerequisite, for all such groups prefer to train 
individuals wh08e beliefs are incompletely fonned. Individuals with strong religious tiea are not 
considered 8uitable for selection. However, high moral standards are considered necesaary; for 
.', ,'rupt, immoral members are generally considered untrustworthy for sensitive operations. 

Who is recruited varies somewhat among countries and. groups. Within the model being 
described, however, 8election criteria tend to be qui Ie consistent, so that it is possible to describe a 
characteristic type for many groups. As noted earlier, for eumple, activist studenll recruited in 
the U.S. in the mid-60's were frequently children of liberal or leftist parenll whoae only 
oUlltanding complaint about the older g~neration wu that they did not act out their beliefs. Many 
of these activisll were recruited a8 studenll in leading universities, a large proportion were 
actually "self· recruited," participating in open protest before being driven underground. They 
were of predominantly liberal, middle· or upper.middle.c1ass families, good studenll, and 
disproportionately Jewish-perhaps reflecting the strong intellectual tradition of a large segment 
of American Jewry (Keniston, 1968). 
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THE TERRORIST THREAT: NOW AND WHEN 

It ia quite certain that thef'la of aignificant quantitiea of SNM have oceurred. It i !tIually 
certain that nuclear facilitiea are vulnerable to a d"tennined terroriat attack, and that o. Jrtunities 
elliat, II do trained individuals to carry out instructions for attack. Although ellistmg security 
systems and safeguards do serve the function of making nuclear tal'1!ets lese attractive, the fact that 
no major attack has yet been aimed at disrupting an operating facility in the United States does 
not prove security systems effective. Equally, the lack of an attempt could be due to an assessment 
by terrorist leaders that "objective conditions" are not yet suitable or that more promising tal'1!el8 
ellist elsewhere. 

Fortunately, a change in objective conditions may be II perceptible to would·be preventors 
II to would·be perpetrators of a terrorist attack on nuclear facilities. Becauae of the ol'1!aliizational 
imperative of groups such II thoae dellCribecll in this study, it is even probable that the ellistence 
and elltent of a heightened threat would be signaled in advance: 

(1) Increlled attacka by terroriats 011 nucletr facilltlea abroad would ... slgnal In immediate 
need for tighter security here. Whether by <:!tAign or imitation. these activities often follow a 
pattern: akyjacking and political kidnappinga serve II an elllmple. The recent attacks on 
operating nuclear power plants in France are likely to be a precursor of a series of such 
attacb. In France. and perhaps. in ollior Westel'll European countries; 

(2) Ellpanded contacts between ol'1!anized crime here and supporters of terrorist groups 
abl'O&d would also raise significant questions. For ellample. published reports have indicated 
that Colonel Qadhafi of Libya hll offered millions of dollars for atrategic quantities of 
plutonium. These large sums of money could attract the attention of ol'1!anized crime. 
(3) Any movement which ol'1!anizes very lal'1!e demonstrations at nuclear si'es might attract 
elltremists to the cause. Such demonstrations could escalate. either by accident or design. to 
confrontations and clashes with police forces. Increased militancy of a clandestine nature. 
including the use of ellplosivee. might follow. 

(4) Further indication might be found in the undel'1!rtJund press. In the past. such publi. 
catione nol only supplied the drum beat but aleo pointed the way for those merching with 
destructive Intent on government and corporate structuree. 

Given warning of an increlled danger. increased security and surveillance could lessen the 
chances of terrorist euccess. 

Becauae the coneequences of a successful terrorist attack against a nuclear facility are 
potentially catastrophic, the problem of identifying and characterizing potential terrorists is ul'1!ent. 
We must also begiu immediately to focus on how to deal with the onee who have, and will, get 
through the preventive screens; and we can learn how to do this only by learning what they teach 
us about themselves. 
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